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Bluestone Silk N Blood Videos Bluestone Silk N Blood Videos Bluestone Silk N Blood Videos Bluestone Silk N Blood Videos Bluestone Silk N Blood Videos Bluestone Silk N Blood Videos A few months ago, I was offered the opportunity to do a before and after for the make-up department at a big city department store. I
jumped at it, as well as the possibility of learning to use my new make-up skills in new interesting ways. I was excited to use the old stuff that I picked up for free at the department store vendor buy, and to use new stuff that might (or might not) fit in with the brand. The project, like so many things I do, began with a
search of my local store. I settled on a blue faux chiffon that was a bit too drab for the upcoming fall and winter, so I started shopping. For the first time in a while, I picked up some new colors, because I wanted to show you some of the updates I did. I tried a new store where I have previously never shopped, looking for
sale racks and other random finds. I picked up a pattern that I already had, a border that gave me some ideas, and finally, I found silk stockings I haven’t used in some time. They are latex infused, as are a lot of the more popular stockings. The color is a pretty navy blue, but is not nearly as shiny as it looks in the store. I
also grabbed some more basics, as well as a pink notepad, some black pencils and a purple pen. I don’t think I’ve ever bought stockings before, so I didn’t know if I even had the right shape yet. I pulled out the instructions, and decided to take my chances, and see what I could come up with. My first attempts were going
poorly, and I wasn’t having any luck with the latex. I searched through my bag for my home made purple liquid to try, but nothing looked the same as the one pictured. I didn’t even know what that was supposed to look like, so I went back to basics. Pink Glitter Pop! From there, I played with shapes, experimenting with
sizes. I found some really cool light fabrics at a sale. These were mixed with chiffon in a cool meshy pattern. I found a funky heart pattern
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